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waganma tells garou and tareo that they are currently in an abandoned construction site. garou and
tareo make their way to the building and find that there are monster traps there and they both get
captured. the two are taken to a room where they are met by a doctor with a straight face. garou
and tareo are doused in a chemical that dehydrates them and their clothes. the doctor then explains
that the two are undergoing a series of experiments and that they will be tested on to see if they are
suitable to be the child emperor's personal bodyguards. the two are then doused in a gas-like liquid
that looks like syrup and are given a bath. the two are then taken to a place where the two are given
a bath and then put into a tank to be given electrolytes. the doctor then tells the two that the
experiments will be terminated. garou and tareo make their way down the hallway and find a room
where waganma is being held captive. garou spots a monster and rushes toward them. after
defeating the monster, garou and tareo find waganma, who is still unconscious. garou and tareo then
prepare to leave to go find the child emperor. there were two common complaints about the game,
though. one was the lack of a multiplayer element: as a single-player game, zombi u did a good job
of combining several ideas in one neat package. however, people who wanted to play this game with
friends or watch other people play it would have to download a free game called zombi u world
(which itself was a little buggy). zombi us second big sin was its short length: at only seven hours, it
was far too short to hold your attention. the wii u version was a very smart idea in the first place, so
it was a real shame that ubisoft didnt attempt to release it for other systems or add a few more
hours of story. thats a real shame, because zombi us story was just one of the best its possible to
have, and was even made slightly more potent by the fact that ubisofts dead island was still a year
away from release.
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